Pyrazine derivatives are important class of compounds with diverse biological and cytotoxic activities and clinical applications. In this study, B3 p 86 / 6 -31 + + G * was used to compute and map the molecular surface electrostatic potentials of a group of substituted amides of pyrazine-2-carboxylic acids to identify common features related to their subsequent cytotoxicities. Several statistical properties including potentials extrema (V s ,min ,V s ,max ), the average of positive electrostatic potential on the surface (V s + ), the average of V(r) over the surface (Vs) and the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) and system cytotoxicities were computed. Statistically, the most significant correlation is a five -parameter equation with correlation coefficient, R² values of 0.922 and R² adj = 0.879. The obtained models allowed us to reveal cytotoxic activity of substituted amides of Pyrazine2-carboxcylic acid.
Introduction
Recent years have seen increased incidence of tuberculosis in both developing and industrialized countries, the widespread emergence of drugresistant strains and a deadly synergy with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) (1).
Pyrazine and its derivatives form an important class of compounds in natural flavours and complex organic molecules (2). Pyrazines are responsible for the flavour of foodstuffs as diverse as cooked meats, cheese, tea and coffee. The 2-methylpyrazine is used in flavours in food and tobacco. In addition, the 2-methylpyrazine is an insecticide, photo medicine and pigment and sensitizer.
Pyrazineamide (PZA) is a nicotinamide analogue that has been used for almost 50 years as a first-line drug to treat tuberculosis (3). PZA is bactericidal to semi dormant mycobacteria and reduces total treatment time (4). Although the exact biochemical basis of PZA activity in-vivo is not known, under acidic conditions, it is thought to be a prodrug of pyrazinoic acid, a compound with antimycobacterial activity (5). The finding that PZA-resistant strains lose amidase (Pyrazinamidase or nicotinamidase) activity and the hypothesis that amidase is required to convert PZA to pyrazionic acid interacellularly
Experimental

Theory and computational details Molecular surface electrostatic potential (MSEP)
Molecular surface electrostatic potential (MSEP), which is created on the surface of a molecule by its nuclei and electrons, is a wellestablished guide to physical properties and molecular interactive behavior (17, 18) .
Unlike many of the other quantities used now and earlier, as indexes of physicochemical behavior, the electrostatic potential V(r) is a real physical property, the one that can be determined experimentally by diffraction methods as well as computationally. The electrostatic potential V(r) is created in the space around a molecule by its nuclei and the electrons are given rigorously by Equation Where Z A is the charge on nucleus A, located at R A and ρ(r΄) is the electronic density (19). The molecular surface was taken to be the 0.001 µ contour of ρ(r΄) as proposed by Bader et al. (20) . The quantities characterizing the MSEP are as follows (21): 1-Vs, max and Vs, min are the most positive and negative values of V(r) on the molecular surface, respectively. 2-Π, is the average deviation on the molecular surface, defined by Equation (2):
Where Vs is the average of V(r) over the surface.
3 -V s + and V s -are the average of positive and negative electrostatic potentials on the surface of the molecules, respectively.
4 -σ² + and σ² -the positive and negative variances of V(r) over the molecules, respectively, which are included in the σ² tot ,. The total variances of V(r) over the surface of molecules, according to Equation (3) : led to the recent synthesis and study of various prodrugs of Pyrazionic acid (6). Various compounds possessing-NHCO-grouping, for example, substituted amides, acyl and thioacyl anilides, benzanilides, phenyl carbamates, etc were found to inhibit photosynthetic electron transport (7-10).
Amides of 2-alkylpyridine-4-carboxilic (11-12) and 2-alkylsulfanyl-4 -pyridinecarboxilic (12, 13) acids inhibited the oxygen evolution rate in Chlorella vulgaris, and their inhibitory activity depends on the lipophilicity of the compounds.
One of the major perquisites for pharmacological screening and drug development is the prediction of absorption, e.g., transport of a molecule through cellular membranes, i.e. bioavailability. Most frequently, the drugs cross biological barriers by passive transport, which strongly depends on lipophilicity (14).
Martin Dolezal et al. (15) have reported the synthesis of a series of substituted amides prepared from some Pyrazine-2-carboxylic acids and alkylated anilines. Also, they studied the structure -activity relationships and determined the importance of increased lipophilicity for antimicrobacterial, antifungal and photosynthesis -inhibiting evolution of newly prepared Pyrazine -2 -carboxylic acid amides.
In this study, we used IC 50 values for the inhibition of the oxygen evolution rate in spinach chloroplasts by Amides from the mentioned paper.
It is known that the biological activity correlates greatly with the structures of pyrazine derivatives. In this respect Quantitative StructureActivity Relationships (QSAR) has emerged as a promising tool to quantitatively understand the relationships between molecular structures and biological activities. QSAR studies have been successfully employed in modern chemistry and biochemistry. Recently it has been demonstrated that analogous to the conventional applications of QSAR modeling for the analysis of datasets of bioactive organic molecules, its application to modeling Manufactured Nano Particles (MNP) can be useful for predicting activity profiles of novel MNPs solely from their descriptors and designing safer nanomaterials with desired properties (16).
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(Equation 3) 5 -VB, the balance between the positive and negative surface potentials, is defined by Equation (4):
Equation 2 The multilinear correlation regression (MLR) method was used to obtain the optimum correlation.
Calculation methods
All the structures of Pyrazine amid 2-carboxylic acid derivatives are shown in Figure 1 . The full geometry optimizations were performed by DFT method and 6-31 + + G*basis set. All the calculations mentioned above were performed with the Gaussian 03 program package.
Molecular descriptors
We derived some quantum descriptors from the DFT calculations, such as the Vs, max, Vs, min, V s , V s + and the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO).
Stepwise multiple linear regression
In order to select the predominant parameters that significantly affect the cytotoxicity of the compounds, we employed the statistic software SPSS, taking IC 50 as the dependent variable and every candidate descriptor calculated above as an independent variable to perform the stepwise multiple linear regression.
In the next step, QSAR equations were made through the multiple linear regression (MLR) method utilizing the five calculated descriptors.
Results and Discussion
QSAR equation analysis and model validation
The QSAR equation is demonstrated in Equation (5) In which, n, S E and R² are the number of the compound analyzed, the correlation coefficient and the standard deviation respectively.
The mentioned indicators are usually used in QSAR analysis to judge how much the model is reliable. In order to check the reliability of the proposed equation, the observed versus predicted activities IC 50 values according to the QSAR equation are plotted in Figure 2 . As it can be seen, the experimental values are in good agreement with the predicted value, indicating the reliability of the equation.
Descriptores of the QSAR equation
According to the equation, decreasing Vs, min and LUMO caused an increase in the drug activity and decreasing Vs, max could decrease the drug activity with lower speed. Hagelin et al. (22) showed an increase in Vs, min or Vs, max caused an increase in accepting and donating power of hydrogen bond, thus it could be predicted that an increase in these two quantities, interaction of drug molecule with solvent molecules will increase and lead to a decrease in the activity of the drug. The QSAR equation shows that the energy of the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular orbital (LUMO) affects the cytotoxity. The mentioned descriptor is an electronic parameter which directly relates to the electron affinity and characterizes the susceptibility of the molecule towards an attack by nucleophiles (23).
The negative coefficient of the LUMO and Vs indicates that increasing their values can decrease the IC 50 .
Vs, max is a parameter that is related to the solvent accessible surface of the compounds (24). The positive region of the surface electrostatic potentials of these molecules provides further contrasts. As mentioned above the strongest positive potentials, with Vs, max between 19.610 and 99.590 Kcal/ mol are produced by hydrogen of the amide group or ring hydrogens. However, there is no correlation between the number of available hydrogens and their molecules subsequent Vs, max, indicating that the positive region on their surfaces is relatively weak. On the other hand the negative surface region while less extensive in area, is much more uniform in strength. The Vs, min are all within a relatively narrow range, -24 to -47.140 Kcal/mol, which seems realistic to conclude that the negative potentials are of primary importance in cytotoxicity of amides. The results of our study was consistent with the finding of Fakhr (25) .
In considering those aspects, we can draw a conclusion that the cytotoxicites of the investigated compounds are influenced by both the structural and electronic properties. Therefore, the electronic and structural properties are important factors in the interaction between Pyrazin2-carboxylic acid derivatives that present cytotoxicity and the biological receptor.
In addition, the experimental results show that the compounds with 2-CH3 substituent on the phenyl ring (1, 2, 13, 14, and 15) had lower biological activity than the other investigated compounds. Consequently they assume that the methyl substituent in ortho position of the benzene ring is disadvantageous to the viewpoint of interactions with photosynthetic apparatus. The results of our study were consistent with the finding of Martin Dolezal et al. (15) . Table 1 shows the experimentally determined and actual activity. Some of the key features of the molecular surface electrostatic potentials on the basis of our calculation are also listed in Table  1 . In seeking an analytical representation of the experimental data in Table 1 , we tested a number of quantities related to Vs(r), including some which are shown in Table1. The best correlation was obtained by Equation 5. Although this equation does not reproduce the absolute values of the experimental data, it can predict the activity of the drug.
The above data was used to find a regression analysis of the correlation between the descriptors ( 
Conclusions
In this QSAR study, we have obtained an equation between descriptors and the cytotoxicity by combining the DFT theory method with statistical analysis. Since the electronic and structural descriptors are the main factors which influence the cytotoxicites of pyrazine 2 -carboxylic acid, it is necessary to explore such descriptors. Meanwhile, studying their applicability could lead to a vital improvement in QSAR.
The QSAR model could be helpful to estimate the activities of compounds by calculating the descriptors involved in the QSAR equation. 
